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INTRODUCTION 
 
This site dossier and description has been prepared as part of the Review of 
The Kent Compendium of Historic Parks and Gardens for Sevenoaks 
District 2011 - 2013. This site is one of many sites that have been researched, 
visited and written about across the District and as a consequence has been 
included in the revised list of Historic Parks and Gardens covered by the District 
Council’s Planning Policies. The list is not conclusive and further gardens may 
be added over time as research continues or information comes to light 
 
The research was carried out by volunteers of the Kent Gardens Trust with 
support and training from the project consultant Virginia Hinze.  The project was 
supported by English Heritage and Kent County Council. 
 
The extent of the area identified represents the remains of the designed 
landscape and does not necessarily cover all remaining elements or the 
historical extent of landscape changes and takes no account of current 
ownership.  Further Information is available from the contacts listed below.  The 
partnership would like to thank the volunteers and owners who have 
participated in this project and given so much of their time, effort and hospitality 
to complete this challenging and rewarding task. 
 
 
 
Development Services 
Sevenoaks District Council 
Council Offices 
Argyle Road 
Sevenoaks  
TN13 1HG 
01732 227000 
http://www.sevenoaks.gov.uk/ 

Kent County Council 
Heritage Conservation 
Invicta House 
County Hall 
Maidstone 
ME14 1XX 
01622 696918 
www.kent.gov.uk 

 
Kent Gardens Trust 
www.kentgardenstrust.org.uk 
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 
 
Age, rarity and survival: 

 The present garden represents a good surviving example of a garden of both 
Edwardian and early to mid C20 design and planting. The garden was enlarged 
in the 1940s, allowing extensive planting of shrubs and trees around the 
periphery, now reaching maturity.  
 
Aesthetic value 

 Features surviving from Charles Hunter’s ownership (from 1912) include many 
typical of the period - terracing, balustrades, walls and summerhouses – and a 
rose garden he added in the 1920s. Hunter’s garden was featured by Marion 
Cran, the first gardening radio broadcaster, in the magazine ‘The Queen’ in 
1926.  Hunter’s structural layout and the peripheral walk and planting, dating 
from 1940s, the work of David Smithers, all survive, virtually unchanged 

 
Historic Association: 

 The eminent cancer specialist, Professor Sir David Smithers, lived and actively 
gardened here from 1944 for over 50 years and regularly entertained his 
students from all over the world to afternoon tea and croquet.  
 



SITE DESCRIPTION 
 
KENT       RINGFIELD 
SEVENOAKS 
KNOCKHOLT PARISH 
  
TQ 4816 5977 
 
SUMMARY OF HISTORIC INTEREST 
 
A formal compartmentalised garden laid out in two phases in the early and mid 
C20 with terraces, a formal rose garden and a rhododendron dell, set in an 
extensive planting of mature trees. The earlier house was demolished and 
replaced with a timber-framed building in 2003 and water features added to the 
gardens. 
 
CHRONOLOGY OF THE HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT 
 
The woodland on which Ringfield came to be built belonged in 18C to the Hart 
Dyke family (Warlow, Smithers) who c.1835 erected the first house, known as 
The Firs, the first recorded tenant of which was John Cray. Over the next 70 
years the property changed hands at frequent intervals (ibid.). 
  
The tithe map (Kent History and Library Centre) and apportionment of 1844 
(Kent Archaeological Society) show a house of modest proportions with a 
garden of 0.1 hectare immediately to the west of Main Road and surrounded by 
meadows, the whole extending to just under 2 hectares. Although the first three 
editions of the 25” OS, published 1860-1909, show little change, by 1932 the 
fourth edition OS shows that the house had been considerably enlarged. In 
1912 the property was bought by Charles Hunter, a retired solicitor, and it was 
he and his wife who created the garden which was to be described in ‘The 
Queen’ (July 1926). At the same time, they enlarged the house. Hunter built a 
series of walls and terraces to the west of the house, apparently with no 
professional aid from landscape gardeners but solely with the help of a retired 
railway worker, H. Lockyer. In addition, a tennis lawn was laid out surrounded 
by a wall containing summer houses, a rose garden was created and hedges 
planted forming the structure which is still visible today. Hunter renamed the 
house Ringfield which was the name of his wife’s previous home in Quebec.  
 
In 1927, the ownership passed to Thomas Wilding and ten years later to the 
Misses Goddard. In 1944, it was bought by Prof. David Smithers, a cancer 
specialist and eminent radiotherapist, who lived there for the next 50 years and 
who was responsible for ‘rescuing, reconstructing and enlarging’ the garden 
with the help of his gardener, R. Norgate (Rix). Three fields were added in the 
1940s allowing the planting of 150 trees of 50 different varieties, both deciduous 
and conifer. The rhododendron dell was preserved and the rose garden 
reordered. ‘The new layout, extending the garden to seven acres, was based on 
a curved peripheral path, originally defined through the open fields using large 
balls of string’ (ibid.). 



David Smithers particularly delighted in his roses and took great pleasure in 
showing these to visitors, many from overseas, when entertaining them to tea 
accompanied by croquet on the lawn, ‘providing them with a quintessential 
memory of England’. (Henk, obit.) 

The present owners acquired Ringfield in 2000 and, while making some major 
changes, have preserved the essential features of the garden. The existing 
house was demolished and replaced on the same site in 2003 with an 
‘Elizabethan’ style timber framed building. To the south-west of the house a 
small lake has been created in existing lawn while, nearer the house, a 
swimming pool has been constructed in a former vegetable garden. A further 
water feature, in the form of a tiered canal, has been installed near the formal 
rose garden first created by Mr Hunter. In making these changes, the formal 
framework and planting of the garden has not been disturbed but rather 
extended to include further areas such as the vegetable garden. The site 
remains in private ownership. 
 
 
SITE DESCRIPTION 
 
LOCATION, AREA, BOUNDARIES, LANDFORM, SETTING. 
 
Ringfield lies in that part of the village of Knockholt, known as Knockholt Pound, 
6 km northwest of Sevenoaks and 7 km southeast of Orpington, the eastern 
boundary of the garden bordering onto the eastern end of Main Road (TN14 
7JE). The 3 hectare site is rectangular in shape, roughly 200m long from east to 
west and 130m wide, lying in gently undulating land on the top of the North 
Downs. The garden slopes gradually from the eastern boundary for 100m and 
then rises again westwards to the same height. It is bounded to the south, west 
and north by adjoining properties from which it is separated by the perimeter 
planting of now mature trees, largely various species of conifer. To east, the 
boundary with Main Road is formed by 5m close clipped conifer hedge, 130m 
long, outside which the northern half is protected by a 2m stone wall, capped 
with brick and the southern half by a 2m close boarded wooden fence, except 
for a further 20m section of wall at the main entrance. 
 
ENTRANCES AND APPROACHES 
 
The main entrance to the site is off the west side of Main Road through a pair of 
wooden gates set on brick pillars at the mid point of the boundary. 20m to the 
north of this gateway is a wooden pedestrian gate set in a brick and tiled 
lychgate while at the northern end of the boundary are double wooden 
ornamental gates allowing access to the small house immediately north of the 
main building.  
 
From the main entrance a tarmac drive curves north-westwards 25m towards 
the front door around garages and a parking area immediately to the east of the 
house. On the eastern side of this drive are shrubs and evergreen trees while to 
the west and adjacent to the house are parterres of box and yew filled with 
herbaceous plants. 



 
PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS 
 
The main house is timber-framed with a tiled roof, built, in 2003, in an 
Elizabethan style on a rectangular footing with access to the garden by doors 
on all four aspects. Constructed of oak and plaster, the embossed downpipes 
are of cast lead. This house has replaced the mid C19 building which was faced 
on the east side with brick and flint and rendered on the other three sides, 
having been enlarged from 1912 by Charles Hunter.  
 
GARDENS AND PLEASURE GROUNDS  
 
The principal vista from the house is westwards and doors lead from this side of 
the house to a paved terrace with stone balustrades extending the length of the 
building (25m). From either end flights of symmetrical balustraded steps 
descend to two further grassed terraces, finally reaching gentle sloping lawns 
and a formal rose garden further westwards. These features were all built by 
Charles Hunter in the early C20. Westwards beyond them, the vista is closed by 
an extensive planting of now-mature shrubs and trees of many varied species. 
 
The first of the grassed terraces (25x40m) is bordered by yew hedges and 
divided by a central paved path flanked on each side by three formally-clipped 
yew trees and  leading westwards to six shallow stone steps descending in two 
flights to the second terrace. On each side of the steps are herbaceous beds 
backed by yew hedges forming the western border of the first terrace; at the top 
of the steps is a stone and tiled sundial, the base bearing the inscription 
‘originally at Ringfield, Quebec and was placed here in 1919 although the top is 
recent.  
 
The second terrace is a tennis lawn (25x45m) surrounded by a 2m high stone 
wall capped with brick to the south, a low brick retaining wall capped with stone 
to the west and a further 2m high brick wall and brick and timber pergola to the 
north. In the south-eastern corner, reached by ascending six stone steps, is a 
stone and brick, oak pillared ‘rondavel’, resembling an African tribal hut, with a 
conical tiled roof on the timbers of which is inscribed a memorial to Rupert 
Davison, a young architect, who fell at Cambrai in 1917. In the south-western 
corner of the tennis lawn is brick and stone loggia with tiled roof and 
symmetrically placed at the north-western corner is another brick and tiled 
loggia built out from the wall.  
 
The western retaining wall of this terrace forms the backdrop to herbaceous 
borders on either side of a shallow flight of five steps, descending from the 
central point of the wall to the main lawn below. Extending due westwards for 
nearly 100m from the foot of the steps and traversing the main lawn is a broad 
grassed allée bordered by hornbeam hedges containing a canal, this being part 
of the early C21 development of the garden.  
 
The canal is edged with stone and some 45m long, rising in four stages 
culminating in a square pool containing a fountain. Beyond this, the allée 



continues for a further 50m to reach the belt of trees forming the perimeter 
planting. 
 
On the north side of the allée and enclosed by more hornbeam hedges is the 
formal rose garden. This consists of six triangular-shaped beds arranged 
around a central diamond, each bed containing stone paths and the whole 
being set in a framework of grass surrounded by further planting, the whole 
extending to an area of 25x50m. This design was created by Prof Smithers and 
replaced an earlier plan by Charles Hunter in which the square rose beds were 
set in random paving covering the same area and surrounded by herbaceous 
plants.  
 
To the south of the allée is the main lawn which extends to cover an area of 0.8 
hectare in which lies a small triangular lake, 40m long, which has been 
constructed since 2000, together with a large number of mature specimen trees. 
There is a large plane tree beside the memorial pavilion, c6m in circumference. 
The lawn is bordered to the west and south by an extensive planting of very 
varied trees and shrubs including a rhododendron dell. 
 
The garden can be also be reached from the south side of the house which 
opens onto a paved stone path surrounded by grass and a parterre of box and 
yew hedges containing herbaceous planting laid out since 2005. Along the 
western edge of this area are pleached lime trees and in the centre is a small 
fountain set in a stone bowl. Southwards a lawn extends for some 25m and is 
bordered to the east, south and west by mature conifers forming a secluded 
area with two long narrow beds edged in box and containing clipped yews. 
From the southwest corner of this lawn a hoggin path leads westwards through 
the rhododendron dell which is set in a bowl some 40m in diameter and which 
was laid out by Charles Hunter when creating the garden, making use of mature 
trees already growing there. 
 
Emerging from the dell, the path becomes grass and extends round the whole 
of the south, west and north perimeter of the site. This is marked by a belt of 
mature trees of very varied species both deciduous and conifer, underplanted 
with shrubs. The planting is arranged so that the eye is turned inwards and the 
main part of the garden is viewed from many different angles as though 
travelling round the edge of a clock. 
 
The first view from a point 120m to the southwest of the house is north-
eastwards to the house across the lake, essentially the same view that would 
have been seen by Hunter 90 years ago following the completion of the building 
of his terraces and walls, save for the presence of the lake and the new house. 
60m further west, the view from the southwest corner towards the distant house 
is taken up first with a collection of maples planted by Prof Smithers and then 
with a grass area containing long herbaceous beds in the form of a circle and 
laid out some 60 years ago (Rix). At this point the perimeter path turns north 
and, after a further 80m, the house may be viewed again 150m to the east 
beyond the allée and canal.    
 



Following the perimeter path for a further 40m to the north-western corner of the 
site, the views towards the house are blocked by a large grouping of mature 
conifers. Within this area is a small circular ‘garden of contemplation’ enclosed 
by tall hedges and conifers in which are set rocks of various sizes in 
compacted, stony ground, placed there by Prof. Smithers. The area immediately 
east of this garden and laid out either side of the perimeter path comprises 
glades formed partly by beech and hornbeam hedges and partly clipped 
specimen conifers. The path emerges at the north-west corner of the rose 
garden and, now constructed of gravel and tarmac, continues eastwards 
through a series of small compartments hedged variously with yew, box or 
hornbeam, forming an ornamental fruit and vegetable garden with a 
greenhouse, served by considerable compost heaps. These extend for 50m and 
lie immediately to the north of the rose garden.  
 
The path continues further eastwards through more compartments on both 
sides, all hedged and becoming progressively larger. The first two (c10m 
square) contain herbaceous planting, the second pair are grassed and planted 
with clipped shrubs while the third pair, considerably larger, enclose to the south 
of the main path, a swimming pool surrounded by stone paving and a loggia at 
the western end. To the north, the corresponding compartment contains a lawn 
in which is set a wooden loggia and a pergola, some 30m long, with a brick path 
leading eastwards to a stone cobbled courtyard. All these compartments which 
occupy the site of the former kitchen garden which existed c1950 (photograph 
Smithers), have been developed since 2003, in keeping with the design of the 
rest of the garden. They are separated from the adjacent property to the north 
by a tall conifer hedge. 
 
To the east of the courtyard is a small brick and tile hung house, Ringfield 
Annex, converted from out buildings in 2000 and to the south, parterres with 
random stone paved paths, laid out since 2005, which lead to the north side of 
the main house and its back door.  
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APPENDIX A  
 
Occupancy of Ringfield initially known as The Firs. 
 
1780-1831 Hart Dyke Family 
1835 John Cray 
1836 John Garrett 
1836-48 Edward C Richards 
1848-54 Mrs Richards 
1854 George Bowen, Danield Brittain, James Gray 
1870 James Bute Gray 
1874-87 James Moon 
1895 Edward Arthur Auld 
1900 George Marnock (opera singer)  
1912 Charles Hunter 
 
Hunter changed the name to Ringfield which was the name of his wife’s home 
in Quebec. 
 
1927 Thomas Wilding 
1937 The Misses Goddard 
1944 Prof David Smithers 
1990 Still Smithers. 
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